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Abstract - One of the great research fields in image

processing is image fusion. Image fusion is defined as the
integration of information and data from all input registered
images without any loss of information and distortion. It is
not able to get an image with all relevant features in focus,
so to get all the features in one image is by fusing images
with different focus settings. This paper presents a survey of
different techniques like, Discrete Wavelet Transform
Method [13], Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [13],
Intensity Hue Saturation [1] based method etc.
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(1)
Where, A (i,j), B(i,j) are input images,
F(i,j) is fused image.

2.2Simple Minimum Method
In this image fusion method, the fused image is achieved
by taking the minimum intensity [8] of corresponding pixels
from both the input image.
(2)

Image fusion, PCA, DWT, IHS,FIHS,GIHS,AIHS

Where, A (i,j), B(i,j) are input images
F(i,j) is fused image.

1.INTRODUCTION
Image fusion is the process of integrate relevant information
from a set of input images into a single image, where in the
resultant fused image[12] contained more complete
information of the all the input images in a single image
itself. The input image can be multi view, multi-modal, multi
sensor or multi temporal. Multi-view fusion is called as
images from the same modality and taken at the similar time
[12] but from different viewpoints. Multi-modal fusion is
called as images coming from different sensors. Multitemporal fusion is called as images taken at different times.
Image fusion has found many applications like in computer
vision, remote sensing [10], intelligent robots and military
purpose. In image processing there are several situation
where high spatial and high spectral information necessary
in a single image; especially in the field of remote sensing [4].
However, the devices are not capable of providing such
information due to their limitation. One possible solution for
this is fusion. Image fusion methods can be categorized into
two as - spatial domain fusion and transform domain fusion.

2.3Simple Average Method
In this image fusion method the fused image is achieve by
taking the average intensity [8] of corresponding pixels from
both the input image.
(3)
Where, A (i,j), B(i,j) are input images
F(i,j) is fused image.

2. 4Weighted Average Method
In this image fusion method the fused image is achieve by
taking the weighted average intensity[8] of corresponding
pixels from both the input image.
(4)

2. DIFFERENT IMAGE FUSION TECHNIQUES

Where, A(i, j), B(i,j) are input images
F(i,j) is fused image and W is weight factor.

Image fusion techniques can improve the quality of a digital
image without spoiling it. There are various method that
have been developed to perform image fusion

2.5 Principle Component Analysis (PCA) Method

2.1Simple Maximum Method
In this image fusion method, the fused image is achieved by
taking the minimum intensity [8] of corresponding pixels
from both the input image.
© 2016, IRJET

Image fusion process using PCA is described below:
--Read the two input images I1 (x, y) and I2 (x, y) which
are to be fused.
--From the input image matrices produce the column
vectors [13].
--Find the covariance matrix of two column vectors.
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--Find the Eigen values and Eigen vectors of the
covariance matrix.
--The column vector corresponding to the larger Eigen
value is normalized by dividing each element with mean of
Eigen vector.

LH means that low-pass filter is applied along x coefficient
[13] and followed by high pass filter along y coefficient. The
LL image contains the approximation coefficients. LH image
contains the horizontal detail coefficients. HL image contains
the vertical detail coefficients; HH contains the diagonal
detail coefficients. The wavelet transform can be performed
for multiple levels.
The next level of decomposition is performed using only
the LL image. The result is four sub-images each of size equal
to half the LL image size

Fig.1: Flow diagram of PCA based Image fusion[13]
--Normalize the column vector corresponding to the
larger Eigen value by dividing each element with mean of the
Eigen vector.
--The values of the normalized Eigen vector act as the
weight values which are respectively multiplied with each
pixel of the input images.
--Sum of the two scaled matrices will be the fused image
matrix.
--Normalized Eigen vector value act as the weight [13]
values which are multiplied with each pixel of the input
images.
--The resulting fused image matrix will be sum of the two
scaled matrices.

2.6Discrete Wavelet Transform ( DWT) Method
The DWT decomposition uses a cascade of special lowpass and high-pass filters and a sub-sampling operation [8].
The outputs from 2D-DWT are four images. Those four
images have size equal to half the size of the original image.
So from first input image we will achieve HHa, HLa, LHa, LLa
images and from second input image we will achieve HHb,
HLb, LHb, LLb images [8].

Fig. 3: Wavelet Based image fusion[8]
--Read the two input images.
--Perform DWT on both images A and B.
--Perform level 2 DWT on both images A and B
--Let take the DWT coefficient of image A will be [HHa HLa
LHa LLa].
--Let take the DWT coefficient of image B will be [HHb HLb
LHb LLb]
--Calculate the average of pixels of the two band from HHa
and HHb and store to HHn. b and store to LLn.
-- Calculate the average of pixels of the two band from HLa
and HLb and store to HLn.
-- Calculate the average of pixels of the two band from LHa
and LHb and store to LHn.
-- Calculate the average of pixels of the two band from LLa
and LL
--Now we have new HHn, HLn, LHn, LLn DWT coefficients.
--Perform Inverse DWT on the HHn, HLn, LHn, LLn
coefficients.
--Obtain the fused image and display.
2.7Intensity Hue Saturation (IHS) Method

Fig 2: Wavelet decomposition[8]
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The IHS is a color model that is widely used to describe
colors perceived by human being. For converting RGB color
model to IHS color model several mathematical
representations are presented. In this IHS model, the
Intensity (I) component contain the spatial information of
the image, while the Hue (H) and the Saturation (S)
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components contain the color information of the image[1].
The transformation from RGB color model to IHS color
model
is
shown
in
Fig.4

Where, I=(R+G+B) /3

2.9AIHS Method
IHS based method introduce new modificatin that improve
the spectral quality of the image[11]. First, in this method
image adaptive coefficients are added for IHS to obtain more
accurate spectral resolution[11]. Second, an edge-adaptive
was adding IHS method to enforce spectral fidelity away
from the edges. The integration of edge-adaptive method and
image-adaptive coefficient method, are call as adaptive IHS.
The adaptive IHS method produces images with higher
spectral resolution which maintaining the high-quality
spatial resolution of the original IHS [11].

Fig.4: IHS fusion technique[1]

.

The intensity value is taken as the maximum value of
Red,Green and Blue values (I=1/3(R+G+B)).The basic idea is
as follow:
--First the MS image composite is changed from the RGB
color space to the IHS color space domain.
--The intensity element which is the spatial component is
replaced.
-- At the same time the hue and saturation component are
resampled to the resoluion of panchromatic image .
--At last inverse IHS transformation is used to get back into
RGB color domain to obtain fused image

3. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS IMAGE
FUSION TECHNIQUES
Table -1 Comparative Study Of Various Image Fusion
Techniques
Sr.
No.

Methods

Advantage
s

Limitation

1

Simple
Maximum

Fused image is
highly focused
image[8]

Pixel level method
are affected by
blurring effect which
directly affect on the
contrast of the image
[8]

2

Simple
Average

Simple
in
implementatio
n [8]

Resultant
fused
image is not clear [8]

3

PCA

PCA
is
a
process which
transforms
number
of
correlated
variable into
number
of
uncorrelated
variables [8],
this property
can be used in
image fusion.

Spectral degradation
is present[8]

4

DWT

It
provides
better signal to
noise
ratio
than
pixel
based
approach[8]

less
spatial
resolution [8]

2.8GIHS Method
The generalized IHS fusion method introduced where the
fourth component added with the process of IHS transforms.
The Intensity (I) value of the fourth component has more.
The low intensity (I0) is replaced by high resolution (I new)
[6] of Gray level image and after that transformed back to
original RGB with H (Hue) and S (Saturation) components
which are original.

2.9FIHS Method
This method provide fast computing capability for fusing
images, this method can extend the traditional three-order
transformations to an arbitrary order[13]. It can also quickly
merge massive volumes of data with different resolutions by
requiring only the resample MS data, i.e., it is well suitable in
terms of processing speed for merging IKONOS images. But,
FIHS fusion also distorts color [9] in the same way as the
traditional IHS fusion technique. IHS fusion with spectral
adjustment can be represented as [14],
=

(5)

Where, δ=PAN –I
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Better Spectral
quality
in
green
vegetation
areas[4], Better
visual
effect
with
high
spatial quality
and spectral
quality similar
to natural color

Not good for non
vegetation areas, It
is only suitable for
exactly Three band
of MS image[4]

It is suitable for
four band of
MS
image,
provides
a
satisfactory
result
both visually
and
quantitatively.

Color distortion

High quality
image,
High
processing
speed[4]

Not
used
vegetation[4]

The
major
advantage of
this method is
it
is
insensitivity to
misregistration
and
aliasing
[11]

Still
spectral
distortion is present

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

in
[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

3. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a review of different image fusion
techniques. Based on the analysis done on various transform
domain techniques such as, Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT), Principle component Analysis (PCA) and Intensity
Hue Saturation (IHS) techniques. It has been concluded that
each technique it meant for specific application and one
technique has an edge over the other in terms of particular
application.
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